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1.

Forward.

Present systems of forest taxation are as outmoded
as tue horse

statement,

and.

'but

buggy.

This may seem like a startling

it is a true one,

nevertheless.

Present

methods of forest taxation were designed to cope with
the destructive logging methods of the past.
of government either had to get its share

The unit

before the

timber was sil cut, or it was left holding the bag.
Those days of destructive logging are nearly gone, and

with their going mast come 'better administration and

methods of forest taxation. (17)

ii.

The Effect

Forestry,

of'

and.

Forest Taxation on Sustained. Yield
Possible Solutions to the Problem

Introduction
For many years, forest taxation has been a subject
of discussion and. complaint.

Before 1909, some liter-

ature appeared on the subject, including contributions

by such men as Fernow, Schenck, Gaskell, Akerman, Elliott,
and others.

In 1909, the report o± President Roosevelt's

Conservation Commission contained a monograph by Fairchild on forest taxation, which was influential in

bringing attention to the subject.

The problem attracted.

the attention of the National Tax Association,

the

Society of American Foresters, the American Forestry
.ttssociation,

conservation.

and others interested. in forestry
The lumbering

took the matter up,
interest

and.

and.

discussion.

and.

and.

logging associations

there was a steady growth

of'

Many states tried experiments

in legislation which were designed to solve the problem.

This paper will attempt to point out the problems

presented by forest taxation,
done to remedy them.

show what has been

What effect does taxation have

on sustained yield. forestry?
the situation that now exists?

that should be answered.
to do this.

and.

What can be done to remedy

These are questions

The purpose of this paper is

iii.

The importance of taxation in determining the

management policy of forests has long been a subject
of conjecture.

TJndoubtedly it is quite important,

because it has provoked widespread discassion as pointed
out.

Just what its place in the picture is, will be

pointed out.
Prior to 1926, there was little actual data on this
problem.

At that time, the United States Forest Service

initiated

a

broad investigation of the subject under

the provisions of the Clark-L[cI'Iary Act.
as the Forest Taxation Inquiry,

1935.

This was known

and was completed in

The data collected was very complete, and added

greatly to knowledge of the subject.

Since then, many

other writers have brought forth ideas on various phases
of the subject.

In writin

this paper, much of my data came from

the more important of these articles.
I

In addition,

added several ideas of my own relating to the subject.

The idea was to present a study of the subject from

which certain definite conclusions can be drawn re1atin
to importance,

present status, and future action desired.

iv.

moves and probably get the active support

property owners.

o

all lane.

nd.

1.

Chapter

I

The Etfect of Taxation on Sustained Yield Forestry and the

Cutting of Timber
Just what effect does taxation have on the cutting of

mature timber and on sustained yield forestry?

This is a

matter of widespread conjecture among the unintormed, and
one that needs to be cleared up.

high and unjust taxation is to
our forests.

This is not true.

Iviany

blarne

people uelieve that

for the destruction of

Taxation is not now, and

never has been, the main factor in deterrainin
rste of cutting mature timber,

struction of our forests.

or a major

tne time and

cause in the de-

(4)

The United States Timber Conservation Board sent out a

questionnaire in 1931 dealing with this subject.

One of the

questions asked was, "What are the principal causes of overproduction?U

The replies on this question were as follows.

(15)

Number of returns ------------------------------ 124
Tnis question not mentioned -------------------- 31

Taxation not mentioned -------------------------- 76
T5xation mentioned ---------------------- -----As

17

only cause -----------------------------

First amone several causes -----------------

9

Followin0 other causes --------------------

6

2.

Tnus we can see that taxation, at the ti:e 0± this ques-

tionnaire

ws

considered only a minor influence in over3ro-

duction or torced liquidation.
Another mistaken notion neid by many is that taxation is

widesread investment

all that prevents the

in forest growing in the United States.

private capital

o±

There is no doubt

th t the majority of timber owners and investors are not at
the present time interested in investin
of

forests on cut-over

of such investment are

Amon, these hazards,
most important.

(4)

and.

money in the growin

second-rowth lands.

rearded by most men

1.

as too great.

taxation is one, but generally not the
The chief reasons why sustained y leid

forestry is not practiced, as listed by
lows:

The hazards

Fire and other hazards

satisfactory distribution of

ae

2.

athews, are as fol-

Actual or apparent un-

classes

3.

bitfioulty of

adjusting present methods of financing to tne requirements of
sustained yield manaei' ent
5.

ties

4.

Current methods of taxation

Failure o± owners to appreciate the econoenic possibiliof'

sustained yield.

(17)

In addition to these should

be added uncertainty as to future prices, and the time ele-

ment involved

in securing a second crop of timber.

Even

thouah taxes were made perfectly equitable, these other reaSons would

still control the majority of owners of cut-over

lands in their present frame of mind.
The answers to the questionnaire

sent out by the Timber

Conservation Board in 1931 gives some evidence concerning the
effect of taxation on timber

rowin.

One of the questions

3.

asked was,

"When reforestation is not being undertaken,

what are the principal reasons?"
tion were as follows:

The answers to this ques-

(15)

Number of returns ---------------------------- 124
This question not answered ------------------- 41

Reforestation is beine undertaken ------------ 11
Taxation not mentioned in answer -------------- 37

T5xation mentioned--------------------------- 35
As only cause --------------------------- 16

First among several causes -------------- 13

Fo1lowin

other causes------------------

Another question asked was,

"What are the principal

obstacles to commercial reforestation?"

question showed:

6

The answers to this

(lb)

Number of returns ---------------------------- 124
This question not answered ------------------- 33

Reforestation is being andertaken -----------Taxation not

entioned in answer ------------- 26

Taxation mentioned --------------------------- 57
As only cause --------------------------- 20

First among several causes --------------

Fol1owin

other causes ------------------ 15

The data presented above indicates that taxation does

exert considerable influence, in many cases, on the
of timber.

The chief reason

wy

it

is not

stronger Is evi-

denti:! because many land owners would not be

tiaber

rowin

inerested in

rowing even if taxes were reioved entirely.

This

4.

fact is brouht about by the other obstacles mentioned.
the silence of those owners who did not answer the

Also,

questions seems to indicate that they are not interested in
timber

rowing.

Knowin

true place of lorest taxation in the pic-

the

ture should serve to banish hopes for magical results from
If forest tax reforms will not result

forest tax reforms.
in curin

all the ills of aorestry,

investment in timoar
is no problem.

rowing,

it

arid

result in widespreac

does not follow that there

Althouh taxation may not be the control1in

factor in determining the management policy for mature foreste, it is one of the factors that determine this.

althouh many forest owners have little
investment of capital in timber
but

rowing,

rowing group which is inteested.

would encourage this

roup.

Sor1e

Also,

or no interest in

there is a small
A sound tax system

of the lar,e

roup of tim-

ber owners who are not interested in the investment of money

in timber rowing are diecourab ed because of the hazards of
taxation.

all other factors were favorable, the pre-

Thouh

sent oroperty tax,

in many cases,

involves such uncertainty

and ruinous possibilities that most forest land owners are

discouraged about investing in cut-over lands.

(4)

Thus we cee that while removal of the tax obstacle will
not alone

chane

the attitude of forest owners or remove ali

the difficulties, it will at least re.ove one of them.

5.

Chapter II
Present Methods of Texation
The theoretically perfect tax on forest property would.

take the same portion of income available from its future
use, reardless of the tyLe of income stream.

Such a tax

would impose no handicap on forestry where the use of the
land for forestry comes into competition with other uses

promising earlier returns.

workable or practical.

(7)

This tax ShOuld also be

A tax system which cannot be effec-

tively administered, which is uncertain as to the taxpayers

liability, or which permits evasion or fraud is not practical, no natter what its virtues may be.
of the
tern.

(15 p. 9)

The

nees

overnment must also be considered in the ideal eyeIt is

impossible for a unit of

viithout tax revenue.

overnment to exist

Forestry must pay its fair share of

euch taxes when they are needed.
Let us now examine the present methods of taxation to

determine if any of them meet this ideal.
The Ad Valorurn Property Tax
The ad valorum :roperty tax is the one

ost widely used.

in taxing forests, and so will be considered first.

This

unmodified proerty tax is not appropriate to the early
stases of forestry now found in this country because the tax
must he paid every year, while incone is not usually obtained until after a period of many years has passed.

Of Course

o.

this conditin is not true in Fraiice, ersny,

other
European countries where tue advanced stabes of I'oreEtry
enables owners to secure an annual income. In most forest
regions of the Unites States the timber has been so heavily
cut that a long pertod of WaLitiflC is necessary belore any
income frorii the cpital invested in younb trees can be realjzed. In a few areas, there are stands of mature timber
which because of location, quality, and value can best oe
held. for future markets. The taxes which must be paid in
both these cases may involve a substantial part of the cost
and.

'

of the

ultimte sustained yield forest,

cidin, factor, as

and may be tiie de-

before, in deterrilinin where such
establishment would be profitable. Thus we see that the
usual American situation is that of a deferred yield property.. The property tax takes a higher proporti'n of prospective or future income from sucn property than it does
from property yielding a reular annual incoaie, because of
the comaound

shown

interest

which must be applied to the money

tor taxes. also, it may often be difficult to secure money for taxes until such time as a return is realized.
Thus we see that the property tax i not the Ideal tax for
forest property. (14, p.5)
paid. out

The

Yield-Tax
Early in the preaent century, to1lowin

the report of

President Roosevelt's Conservation Commission, the idea of
the yield-tax began to attract widespread consideration as
a substitute for the property tax on forests. Beginning

P)

's

with

i1jchian in 1911,

14

etates encted various forms of

tlñs plan.
Various means were adapted in order to nake the yieldtax lews both acceptable and. effective. TheEe included mak-

classification optional with the owner, limitinb eligibility for classification to properties not exceding a specified size or value, and granting the states authority to
ing

enforce rules an regulations in order to ootain a deree of
forestry practice. In some states the land ws left under
the unìmodified property tax, and in others a degree of certainty was sought through fixed or limited assessments or
tax rates, or throubh fixing the specific amount of tax per

acre.

Several states also

oid

communities where loss of the

annual sums to the local

tirber tax base mi'ht result

in increased taxes on other property.

(8)

forest-tax laws providin. for optional claEification failed to have any reat effects on the practice of
forestry, because the various restrictions prevented wide
application. In all cases only cut-over and young timber
lands were aífected. This failure led to the idea of segregation of a general class of forest property which would be
given the benefit of appropriate taxation regardless of the
action of the owner. It was believed that those owners who
were prepared to practice forestry if the tax obstacle were
removed, but who would hesitate to seek classification under
the optional laws, would welcome such general classification
and proceed to :ut their olans into effect. It was also
These

I

believed that such classification, by otferin
tax without irnposin

a moderate

any rebultions other tnan fire pro-

tection, would induce private owners who are not now inter-

ested in forestry to retain their cut-over lands rather

thn

let them go

uax delinquent.

This idea hss been adapt-

ed by the yield-tax laws of Oregon and Washington, enacted
in 1929 and 1931 respectively.

(14)

The yield-tax laws having the greatest effect up to
this time are

those

0±'

Oregon and Louisiana, each effecting

about one-half million acres of private land.

ven in these

states very little money has been collected, since the

apply only to cut-over lands.

ws

Thus little actual results

from yield-tax laws has been obtained.

at their ultimate

to be seen.

Let us examine the theory of the yield-tax plan.

main feature

is

It

the substitution of a tax based on income

for the property tax.

This can be either a pure yield-tax,

in which both land and timber values are placed under this

form oÍ taxation, or

te

modified yield-tax in which only

the timber values are taxed in this ranner, while the lane

values are subject to an annual property tax.

The pure yield

tax has the advantage of simplicity, and relieves the owner
01.

all taxes in advance ai income,

On the otherhand, ce

tain values such as grazing, recreation, fish and game, etc.,

would he difficult to tax under this plan.
The yield-tax plan as a whole has certain obvious
advan-

tages.

It would reduce the cost of establishing sust.aiued

yield forests, either from cut over areas or from young
timber,
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY
OREGON STATE COLLEGE
1flfJjM
IC
Agf%RI
I

9.

below the cost under trie

proerty tax. It

would

also

re-

lieve timber owners of the need to finance tax payente in
odvance of income. another advanta e is that the owner
would be relieved of carrying the entire risa of loss by
fire or other causeE.
ere would be no yield-tax to pay
on timber that was destroyed by fire.
(15, p. 573)
The yield-tax plan is subject to certain serious drawcacks, however. Oe or the most serious is that the amount
of revenue produced would be variable. The needs of the
local overnment are not taken into consideration by this
plan. Certainly the revenue prouuced would vary widely from
year to year.
The next difficulty arises as to the rbte of the yiei tax. Obviously the rate should be such that forests would
Jear a ourden at least equivelant to tue burden of the property tax on other property. In most yield-tax 1avs thus
far enacted, hoever, some figure has oeen pulled out of the
air with little or no justification. These rates at present
vary from 5 to
Studies by the Forest Taxation Inquiry
show that these rates would have to oc much hiher to approximate the present property tax burden.
Furthermore, tne separation of timber from the local
prooerty tax base invo.Lves daners from the owner's viewpoint. This would result in loss of that :rotecticn agat
uneoual treatment enjoyed under the general pro'erty tax.
A future legislature hard pressed for funds miht raise the
yield-tax to a rate more burdensome than the rooerty tax.

l2.

(4)

lu.

The report

0±'

the

Forest Taxation Inquiry states that

the yield-tax cari'iot be recommended because of these dis.-

advacitaes.

Hovever, the effects of the yield-tax should

be watched in the states where it is now in use,

and it

should be kept in mind because

of'

0±

its advantaes

pay-

ent when revenue is received and because of its simplicity.

There is yet another view that must be considered.

If

the owners of cut-over land refuse to engage in timoer pro-

duction, the public is placed in a most precarious position.
In a case such as this,

the yield-tax may be regarded as a

remedial or salvae neasure in whicn the public reconizes
.

that whatever taxes it receives ±roi such forest lands are

obtained by a partnershi: with the private owner,

attempting to restore his land

to

the owner

revenue proaucing property,

and the ¿ublic to contiìue to derive taxes from the property.
(18)

Inheritance Taxes
There is yet another tax, vhich should be mentioned as

being

0±'

tax,

Forestry can have no complaint a ainet any reasonable

importance.

This is the inheritance-tax or death-

system of inheritance taxation, as is the case with all such

American taxes.

There is one factor which should be con-

sidered, however,
It may be that

of available

perty,

with retard to sustained-yield foreste.

the tax imposed on such

cash.

This

rna

a

forest is in excess

force sale of some o±

thus disruoting the sustained-yield forest.

the pro-

The best

remedy here would be to allow the payment of the tax over a

11.

period of time, thus periúittiag the owners to ooûtiriue operations under the present system of management.

12.

Chapter III
The Nature of the Forest Tax Problem

The existing tax obstacle to the practice of sustained

yield forestry may be broken down into three main divisions.
These are:
1.

The high cost of local government.

2.

The faulty administration of the property tax,

causing forestry to bear more than its fair share
of the burden.
3.

The inherent disadvantage of the property tax

when applied to deterred yield forests.
The high cost of local

(140

overnment

The Federal tax bill has increased from $875,000,000
in 1890 to

10,266,000,000 in 1930.

this amounts to

Ori

a per capita basis,

14 in 1890, and $83 in 1930.

Makin

allow-

anCes for changes in purchasing power, we find that the percent is almost exactly double today.

Federa1 taxes are not

greatly involved in forest taxation, but state and local
tax, have increased an even greeter percent since

There were

l90.

50l,0J0,000 in 1890 aûd $6,79,000,000 in 1930.

To meet. this increased demand for money,

have gone higher and higher.

assessment rates

(4)

Let us examine the causes öf the high cost of local

government.

The first reason is that the orbanization of

local government in many sections of the country is obsolete.

13.

A

reat multitucie of siia11 units now exist due to the fact

that as the basic units set up many years

for the administration of

were set

Ut)

ìew

functions,

Te

to meet these needs.

ao

proved unfit

special disrict

result is

overnments havin: overlapTing jurisdiction.
peif gives rise to inefficiency.

a

series of

This in it-

In addition to tnis, the

wealth of these units is not divided equally.

Some corn-

munities have many forms of wealth, while others have very
ven though

little.

overnment functions in such poor cor-

nunities are caried on with the

_reest

etficiency,

costs

are hibher per person than in the wealthier, more heavily

settled communities.
Another cause
lack of

a

01

(14)

the high coat ot local

sound land p1annin

allowed to settle in

policr.

.overnment is

Settlers have been

istricts where communities cannot be

ex3ected to beco:e self-supporting.
footholds in "shoestrin

They have establish.

valleys and small areas of farm-

ing land walled in by mountains and non-agricultural lands.
ihe

cost of supplying such regions with the usual public

services must be paid by the surrounding forest land and

other taxable prooerty within the tax district.
In addition to these reasons,

there is also a general

lack of economy and efficiency in administration of local
government.

Graft and corruption are often evident, and

the uce of untrained men is the rule rather than the excep-

tion.

(14)

14.

«hht can be

ment?

First,

e

doe

to reauce the

cost of local govern-

can brine' about relief

Írorr

heavy taxation

of forest property by reorganization of local

without dispesing with essential services.
forms of

,overnrìent have in many

and.

The existing

cases oeen renaered unnec-

essary under modern conditions by the
tion facilities

overnment

rowth of transoorta-

by changes in economic relationships.

To consolidate some of

these

overnmenta1 units and

mate others would greatly reduce

costs.

ehm-

This can be done

by:
1.

Abolishing the township in states other than

New England states.
2.

of
3.

Reducing the number of counties by consolidation
the weak and the

Te

strong.

elimination of special taxinb districts wherever

possible.
4.

The

Elimination of school aistricts by making

the county the administrative agency.
It

is

interesting to :ote that the Pacific

Experiment Station is now carrying on an

Pacific

and.

(15)

orthwest

exerient

in

Skamania counties, Washington, with the idea b1

adaptine these methods to northwestern conditions.

(ii)

Another method of reducing taxes would. be by the

corn-

plete abandenment of local governments in very sparsely settled forest districts.

aed

in this fashion,

A section in northern iaine is man-

and gets

aiori:

very well.

Property in

that section enjoys modern taxes paid directly to the state.

15.

The few residents

et all essential governmental

services

provided directly by the staté.

Public control of land settlement bj efficient land

plannin

would also reduce the cost of local bovernment.

This policy would divert settlement to suitable regions

and eliminate the excessive cost of schools

nd roads which

must be provided in sparsely settled areas.
Forest districts which are now overburdened with taxes

because

ot

the lack of resources would benefit

it

the state

would assume the support of certain functions now maintained
Ör local taxes.

North Carolina, for example,

took over the

support of all public schools and roads in the state.
other states are not prepared to

o

this far, favorable

Vhile

x-

suits would be obtained by less extensive state aid.
In addition to the

reoranization

of local bovernment,

more efficient administration can be brought about by the
use

of men trained in such work.

At present,

the administra-

tion of local governments is csrried on by elective officials,

most of whom have little training for such positions.

supervision and

State

uidance would also be of value in bringing

about more efficient administration.
It must be

slowly.

realized that these reforms will come about

However, forest land owners, are not the only ones

who complain about high taxes, and we would have the supoort
o

cìeariy ail

tax payers in bringin

about these reforms.

This would not be the cace for special legislation desianed
t,o

relieve only forest owners.

(15,

pp. 621-632)

lc3.

Q fau1ty administration of the prouerty tax
'he property tax,
is a far different

conceived.

as it is used in the United States,

thing from the ideal which its founders

For instance,

it 'has frequert1y been

denst-

ted thEt forest property, esoecii11y cut-over land, is as-

sessed far more than it is worth.
A.

T.

H.

Crawehaw and

Recknae1 report instances where assessed values have

B.

been jumped by the essessors to meed the need for increased
tax revenue.

(12)

These

ractices are il1eal, and the

owner can appeal to the courts, but the taxpayer may be
norant, the
prove.

1ea1 procedure

costly,

t'ne

L-

values difficult to

Often, the taxpayer will merely submit to the unfair

assessment.
As a

eneral rule in most states, procerty is assessed

at less than its truc value.

It is often found that forest

property is assessed at a higher rate than other classes of
property.

The

remedy here is

assessment is made.
the

It the

ilot

as

simple as where full

owner of forest property takes

case to court, he may prove only that his property was

assessed at less than the law allows.

To orove that he was

assessed more heavily than other is often a hopeless tas.
In still other cases,

the exploitation of mature tim-

ber is sometimes hastened by the action of assessors attempting to get ail possible revenue before the timber is
removed.

Timber owneis often complain that it is a race

between themselves and the assessor, and the only possible
solution is to remove the timber as rapidly as possible.

1?.

It is

easy 'to see that a situation such as true would quickly
dis courae any owaer who was conternp1atin sustained yield

forestry.

Thi.e

conditin is disastrous

owners but also to the

local overnuente

ot oniy to the land
who

thus lose their

source of reveiue.

assessLient, the heart of tiie oroperti tax, falls
far short of the lea1 requirements. Local assessors often
The

either set minimum assessed values, or attempt to maintain
a certain total valuation for a district, or make horizontal
increases or decreases in the assessment of all property or
one class of property. These rtetIxods are all illebal, out
are in comraon use. The state aencies for review and equalization .re usually ineitective. (15, pp. o23-24)
In Eddition, the methods of asoesement used for forest
lands are very unscientific and unjust. It is customary in
applying the property tax to standing timber to assess the
land and timber toetiier es it they were equally 3roductive.
The whole property is given a velue, the land at so much
per acre, and the timber et so much per thousand, and this
value is treated as it it vre true capital capable of producing an income in proportion to ¿ther capital instruments.
of course, this is correct if the assessment is correctly
aeter:rJaed, but this is seldom done. The timber may have
the value t which it is assessed ii it is to be immediately
converted to lumber, and the land may have the value given
if it could be sold, but neither has these values when held
and managed for the production of a sustained inco.e.

1c.

For example, let us assume that ôO,300 acres carryin
1

a stand

manaed

12 M bd. ft.

per acre in Southern pine is bein

tor continuous production at 50 rotation.

nual cut is 24,000

L

bd.

ft. worth

l0

/i

on the

The an-

stup.

The annual income would be $240,000 and the value of the

property

if

arrived at by capitalizin

low for risk would be

2,400,000.

income at 1

If this were

the annual tax would be :48,000, or 20
come.

to al-

taxed at

2,

of the annual in-

ThiS would be a just method of taxation.

However,

under the usual method of assessment, the

Would he found

ìnu1tiplyin, the value per thousand by the

total volume, and then addÌn

instance

worth

lue

the value or the

iven there are 720,000

11

bd. ft.,

l0 times 720,000 M or $720,000,000.

land.

In the

so this would be

Taxed at the

rate of 2%, this assessment would call for an annual tax of

150,000, or 62% of the annual income.
is easy to see where the

It

errors are in such assess-

ment.

First, only the timber maiinb up the annual cut is

worth

l0 per thousand.

The rest would yield lun'tber of a

lower urade and value than that manufactured from the crop
trees.

No account is

îade for future

paid on the remainder of the area.
value is based
bd.
1±

uon

costs that must be

econdly, the $10 per

the costs involved in producin, 24,uOO

ft. per year and a market that will absore this amount.

an attempt were

it would

mde

to irrunedi;.tely cut the whole

area,

seriously affect market prices.

With taxation at the rate shown, the owners would probably abandon their sustained yield

proram

and liquidate.

i

19.

As soon as this was completed,

the community would.have

only the value of the bare land left to tax.
1Nhile all

(17)

roperty is subject to the danger of unequal

assessment, forest property is excessively endanered.

When starting from bare soil, a very high proportion of the
growing cost is represented by taxes.

Also it is usually

difficult to withdraw the investmetit until the trees reach
maturity.

It is

true that part of the uncertainty as to

future taxes results from inability to
cost of government,

redict the future

out also much of this uncertainty re-

suits from unlawful or unjust assessment.

cut-over lands are particularly vulnerable,

Young tim'oer and
Thus many owners

who migh engage in forestry are discouraged by this picture.
What can be done to bring about equal and just assess-

ment?

First of all, assessors should be required to assess

property at its full value.

This is not an impossible task,

as has been demonstrated in several places.

Along with tnis, the most improved methods of arriving
at correct assessment should be introduced.

maps, surveys, and sales records.
in

ue

These include

Scientific methods now

in many cities should be adapted to rural areas.

To bring these changes about,

many changes are necee-

sary in assessment organization and personnel.
is usually too small an area to

The county

maintain an efficient or-

ganization, and so assessment by the state or groups 0±
counties is desirable.
be made,

the

Vhere neither of these

changes can

stete should offer greeter control and assis-

tance to local

overnments.

Personne' for assessment should

23.

be full-time, well-paid,

expert assessors appointed on

a

merit basis.
ringin

I

about these chnges, we as foresters will

have the support of other taxpaying grou3s as well.
one will benefit from just assessment.

Every-

Results will pro

bably be slot, but they can be brought about.
inherent disadvanta.e or the proerty tax as applied
to forests
As pointed out before,

the general property tax pOs-

sesses certain disadvantages when applied to deferred yield
foreste.

have

Also up to this date, no satisfactory plans

been worked out for correcting this situation.

The Forest

T5xation Inquiry woriced out three possible methods of cbngIng the

such

operation of the oroerty tax for application to

forests.

Tese will

be explained and

discussed

in

the following paragraphs.
1.

The adjusted property tax

The first method is known as the adjusted property

This method is

tax.

to reduce the

current property tax

on deterred yield forest by an anount proportional to the
It requires that

extent of inco:e deferrmert.

the current

tax base of a deferred yield forest be adjusted by deducting from the

current assessed value of the forest the taxes

and interest accumulated to the previous year minus any

values plus interest which have been received tro:

the

tor-

est.
I

think this plan can

discussion.

e

disposed of with no further

As can be easily seen,

it

would require a

21.

hih1y copiicaed 000keeiin

system to natntain such a

system, and this is not availaole
2.

lIA

most cases.

(14)

The deterred timber tax

The

irst step in app.Lyin

this tax would be the seo-

aration of land and timber values.

The tax on the land

value would be oaid in the usual manner.

however, the tax

on the timber values would be deferred as far as the owner.

was concerned until the timber was cut.
The annual

state to the

taxes on the timber would be paid by the

overnmenta1 units levying the taxes.

would be done by means of

a state

This

timber-tax fund which

would be created for such a purpose.
When the owner received the income
he would

e

fron-

the timber,

required to pay the deferred timoer taxes ac-

cumu1ted without inLerast

to the state lund.

The maximum

percent of the value of products cut or sold which he would
have to pay would be set by law.

Any taxes in excess of

such a percent would oe carried forward as a charge against

future inco:e.
the

This rate should be high

enoun

to cover

tax bill in all but the most unfavorable cases.

Thirty

ercent has been suggested as an approximate rate for mont
cases.
The main difficulty of this

1an woulci come in setti.;

up the laree reserve necessary to finance such a plan.

could be done by taxing other p'operty in the state,

other special tax, or by borrowing the money.
erious diffjcultlt

would be encountered.

This

sorne

in any case,

22.

This tax is decidedly fvorabie to the timber owner,

because it shifts part
perty.

o:i

his tax burden onto other pro-

serious difficulty in setting

involves

It also

up the special fund to carry on the procedure.

reasons, the vôters

a
3.

plan

canuot be

For these

expected to approve

even though it were highly desirable.

0±

such

(14)

The differential timber tax

This pian

for adjusting the property tax burden on

forest property ernoodies simplicity of operation rather
Under

than a close adjustment in every individual case.
this olan the

land would

be left under the ordinary pro-

perty tax, but. the timber would be classified for differ-ential assessment.
In the case of second-growth forests,

and for old-

growth timber where it is not ac irportant element in the
tax base, a reduction would be made in the assessed value
of the timber by means of

s

reduction factor.

This factor

would oe uniform throughout the state, and would

oe

so cal-

culated as to give forest properties a tax burden equivalent to that of a net yield-tax.

This iactor would be an

averae, and those properties Eubject

to a greater deferr-

ment of income than normal would bear a heavier ourden.
-

On the other haid,

forests regulated so as to receive in-

come at shorter intervals would enjoy a lighter tax burden.
In cases where old-growth timber
of the tax base,

as in Oregon,

is an important part

a transition period of per-

hans 20 years would elaose before the plan became fully

23.

effective.

Juring this period the reduction factor woulci

,radua11y increase until it became fully effective.

(14)

The advantages of this plan are its simplicity and

relief which it would offer timber owners.
hand. it

is not orecise,

and

Saua1

T.

tt.e

On the other

Dana says that it

a-

pears to offer a direct subsidy to timber owners.
Vhile all of these plans have certain advantabes, none
of them appears to offer a really adequate solution to

problem.

In addition,

it

tne

wòuld probably be impossible to

put any one of them into effect.

The real solution may

prove to be a comb-ination of these solutions, or one radically different.
to be

tax.

In any case,

no immediate relief appears

in sight through modification of the

enera1 property

24.

Chapter 1V
The Opportunities for the Individual Owners to solve
the Forest Tax Problem

There are several things that each individual ovmer
of forest land can do to solve his tax problems.

First of

all, as pointed, out previously, the property tax is not

unfair if income is received for the forest property every
If th

few years.

owner will organize his 'operty on this

basis wherever possible,
Of course,

this manner.

he

can solve his tax problem in

many owners would

b

unable to do

this.

Another solution

for'

owners who wish to practice

sustained yield is suggested by F. A. Silcox.

He suggcsts

that owners who approach state and county authorities with
a workable plan for sustained yield forest management

and

who convince these authorities that they can and will

operate on such a basis will usually get

a

square deal.

Forest owners in the past have usually practiced
get outtT.

Therefore,

cat and

taxing agencies have been forced to

get their share while possible or be left holding the bag..

The timber owners must take the initiative in making their

plans known.

(16)

Finally, forest owners can give their support to any

measures designed to reduce the high cost of local gove:nment
units or to correct the faulty administration of the property
tax.

In fact,

owners of forest property can initiate such

25.

S u.xnmary

Findings
1.

and.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have Í'owid that althoußh taxation is

Quite important to the practice of forestry, it is not the

chief cause

o±'

cu.tting

o

mature timber, or the main factor

in preventing the wid.espread. investment 0± capital in timber

rowin.

However, it has been shown that there is a d.eíinite

problem presented by ftrest taxation.

This should be solved

as one step in bringing about better ±orestry.
2.

Methods

oÍ

taxing forest property now in use are not

satisfactory either because

oÍ

inherent disadvantages in

the methods or through faulty administration.
Â.

The property tax in its present ±orm is not saited.
to the early stages

o

forestry found. in this

country.
B.

The yield.-ta

laws now in use have so Íar had little

effect due to limited application.

In addition,

they cannot be recommended as a solntion to the
problem.
C.

Inheritance taxes do not at present offer any serious
obstacle, but payment of them should not be

demanded all at the time of death.
3.

The causes of the forest tax problem can be divided

into three general divisions which are:
a.

The high cost of local government resulting in high
taxo s.

¿6.
B.

The faulty administration of the property tax,

causing forestry to pay more than its fair share
of the tax bu.ren.
C.

The inherent disadvantages

0±'

the property tax

with regard to deferred yield forests.

Recommendations
The following points are recommended. as solutions to
the problem;
1.

Reduction in the high cost

local government by;

A.

Reorganization of local government units.

B.

Adaption of a sowad land planning policy.

C.

llore

0±
2.

o±

efficient administration through the use

trained personnel and scientific techniqjìes.

Bringing about better administration of the property
tax by;
A.

Requiring full assessment of all property.

B.

Use of scientific methods of assessment.

C.

Requiring assessment by the state, or providing
for greater state aid and control.

3.

llodifying the property tax for application to forest

property by one of the following methods or a possible
combination of such methods;
A.

The adjusted property tax.

B.

The deferred timber tax.

Ç.

The differential timber tax.

27
4.

Activities by individual owners in bettering their
status through;
A.

stablishment of annual-yield forests.

B.

Securing cooperation with local taxing agencies.

C.

Supporting or initiating efforts to reduce the cost
of local governments

and,

bring about better

administration of the property tax.

It should be recognized that any progress made

solving this problem will necessarily be slow.

in

However,

the problem is one which must be solved, and we as foresters

must do all in our power to bring about such a solution.
It is my belief that

if the recommendations made

in this

paper are followed, the solution will at least be much
nearer, if not fully attained.

28.
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